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TextReader is a Windows freebie designed to make text reading a breeze, offering an interesting set of features supposed to enhance this process. While it’s not at all focused on text editing, TextReader applies of series of modifications to every opened text file, just to make it readable in a quick and easy manner. The text is reformatted
and zoomed, while the character dialogs are highlighted and the window is switched to full screen. What’s more, once you select a number in the text, TextReader automatically launches a conversion tool with support for length, speed, area, volume, weight and temperature. There are several settings to play with, although this separate
screen seems a bit cluttered and difficult to use. Despite the fact that it’s organized in tabs, the settings menu, accessible through a simple right click in the main window, comprises lots of features in a not so well-organized layout, so you may need some time to figure out which feature is which. On the other hand, TextReader remains a
very stable application all the time and doesn’t affect system performance at all, running on low resources regardless of the Windows version installed on your computer. Although it does such a simple thing, redefining the reading experience when it comes to TXT and RTF documents, TextReader can still come in handy to many users out
there. And it’s pretty obvious that it’s quite hard to get lost in its interface, especially since everything’s so intuitive in the main window. A few improvements to the settings screen and everything would be a lot more attractive. TextReader is a Windows freebie designed to make text reading a breeze, offering an interesting set of features
supposed to enhance this process. While it’s not at all focused on text editing, TextReader applies of series of modifications to every opened text file, just to make it readable in a quick and easy manner. The text is reformatted and zoomed, while the character dialogs are highlighted and the window is switched to full screen. What’s more,
once you select a number in the text, TextReader automatically launches a conversion tool with support for length, speed, area, volume, weight and temperature. There are several settings to play with, although this separate screen seems a bit cluttered and difficult to use. Despite the fact that it’s organized in tabs, the settings menu,
accessible through
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TextReader is a Windows freebie designed to make text reading a breeze, offering an interesting set of features supposed to enhance this process. While it’s not at all focused on text editing, TextReader applies of series of modifications to every opened text file, just to make it readable in a quick and easy manner. The text is reformatted
and zoomed, while the character dialogs are highlighted and the window is switched to full screen. What’s more, once you select a number in the text, TextReader automatically launches a conversion tool with support for length, speed, area, volume, weight and temperature. There are several settings to play with, although this separate
screen seems a bit cluttered and difficult to use. Despite the fact that it’s organized in tabs, the settings menu, accessible through a simple right click in the main window, comprises lots of features in a not so well-organized layout, so you may need some time to figure out which feature is which. On the other hand, TextReader remains a
very stable application all the time and doesn’t affect system performance at all, running on low resources regardless of the Windows version installed on your computer. Although it does such a simple thing, redefining the reading experience when it comes to TXT and RTF documents, TextReader can still come in handy to many users out
there. And it’s pretty obvious that it’s quite hard to get lost in its interface, especially since everything’s so intuitive in the main window. A few improvements to the settings screen and everything would be a lot more attractive. Win32 Android Mac Java LibreOffice Supported 3.0 and above Windows Yes File formats supported: RTF 8 TXT
10 Office Yes 2.0 and above Mac Yes LibreOffice Yes Windows Yes Expert opinion: Jim Gruber is a well known Mac blogger who used TextReader almost exclusively when he wrote from his Mac until he switched to a Windows only computer. He wrote a short review for TextReader 3.0, published on his website about a year ago, where he
explained the application features in a basic manner, but he also pointed out that the application was easy to use and he loved the fact that it was an almost completely 2edc1e01e8
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TextReader is a Windows freebie designed to make text reading a breeze, offering an interesting set of features supposed to enhance this process. While it’s not at all focused on text editing, TextReader applies of series of modifications to every opened text file, just to make it readable in a quick and easy manner. The text is reformatted
and zoomed, while the character dialogs are highlighted and the window is switched to full screen. What’s more, once you select a number in the text, TextReader automatically launches a conversion tool with support for length, speed, area, volume, weight and temperature. There are several settings to play with, although this separate
screen seems a bit cluttered and difficult to use. Despite the fact that it’s organized in tabs, the settings menu, accessible through a simple right click in the main window, comprises lots of features in a not so well-organized layout, so you may need some time to figure out which feature is which. On the other hand, TextReader remains a
very stable application all the time and doesn’t affect system performance at all, running on low resources regardless of the Windows version installed on your computer. Although it does such a simple thing, redefining the reading experience when it comes to TXT and RTF documents, TextReader can still come in handy to many users out
there. And it’s pretty obvious that it’s quite hard to get lost in its interface, especially since everything’s so intuitive in the main window. A few improvements to the settings screen and everything would be a lot more attractive. TextReader Review: A quick but useful tool designed to make text reading a bit more convenient, TextReader is a
freeware tool designed by CodVu. It’s an application very easy to use, offering features quite simple but very useful and effective. It can be installed on both 32 and 64 bit computers and is capable of working on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and Windows 10. Its installation is quite easy and it can be downloaded
through the CodVu website or by clicking on the link provided at the bottom of the page. Once you select the download option, click on “Windows Installer”. TextReader is a powerful application, so there are a few options to be configured before you start
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista or XP Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.5GHz / AMD Athlon X2 2.8GHz or higher. Memory: 3 GB of RAM (4 GB recommended) Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphic card with 1024MB of VRAM DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection required Hard Drive: 50 GB available space Other:
No installation disc required for installation Razer Heaven Strike Keyboard Razer Heaven Strike
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